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26th October

Pomorskie Region

08.00 – 09.50

Breakfast in Mercure Gdańsk Stare Miasto Hotel
www.mercure.com/pl/hotel-3390-mercure-gdanskstare-miasto/index.shtml

10.00 – 11.00

Transfer

11.00 – 13.00

Sightseeing of the Malbork Castle Museum
www.zamek.malbork.pl
Malbork Castle is a masterpiece of late-Medieval
defensive and residential architecture. The largest
Gothic castle complex in the world stretches on an
area of about 21 hectares, and the total volume of its
buildings exceeds 250,000 cubic meters. It is
considered the greatest brick construction built by
man. Castle Museum in Malbork houses 18 permanent
exhibitions, such as rich collection of amber, militaria,
and Gothic sculptures, as well as several temporary
exhibitions. Every year, it is visited by more than half a
million tourists from all around the world.

13.00 – 14.00

Transfer

14.00 – 15.30

Knightly lunch at Kolumnowa Restaurant in Gniew
Castle
The restaurant is located in the Marysieńka Palace,
built by king Jan III Sobieski. The stylish and elegant
restaurant has been decorated in palace style. The
menu consists of sophisticated meals both of Polish
and international origin, rich selection of wines, and
desserts. A summer garden with a picturesque view on

the Medieval castle is also available to guests.

15.30 – 17.00

Sightseeing of the Gniew Castle
www.zamek-gniew.pl/en/
The Gniew castle was the mightiest stronghold of of
the Knight of the Teutonic Order on the left bank of
Vistula. It was build at the turn of the 13th century, as
the seat of the Order’s convent and commander.
Currently, educational workshops, historical
reenactments, and tournaments are organised there,
making the castle one of the main centres of historical
education in Poland.

17.00 – 17.30

Transfer

17.30 – 18.30

Sightseeing of the Cathedral Basillica of the

Assumption in Pelplin
www.muzeum.diecezja.org/katedra/
Upon visiting Pelplin you may embark on a journey
following the Gray Monks, admire the traces of a
historic culture, and spend a day in one of the most
well-preserved Cistercian abbeys. The heart of the
Pelplin monastery is the second-largest brick church in
Poland, with 23 altars in its interior, including the
highest wooden Baroque altar in Europe, Gothic and
Baroque stalls, organs, and a pulpit, as well as other
valuable furnishings. Here, the silence will make us
feel the spirit of prayer and work that had for six
centuries accompanied the everyday life of friars,
following their maxim “Ora et Labora” (Prayer and
Work).

18.30 – 19.30

Transfer

19.30 – 21.00

Dinner at Brovarnia Gdańsk Hotel
www.brovarnia.pl/en/
The historic granary at Motława River holds a
microbrewery - Brovarnia Restaurant. It serves
delicious Polish and international cuisine dishes,
including traditional Gdańsk specialties. Among them

are traditional Gdańsk duck, or zander with blue
cheese and nuts. There is something in the menu for
everyone, from beer snacks to large courses. The
restaurant is also the only microbrewery in Gdańsk
where three different kinds of beers are brewed.
Brovarnia Lager, Dark and Wheat are all prepared
according to traditional recipes, using latest brewing
technologies.

21.00

Back to the hotel
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